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SPORTS, MEET THE
BLOCKCHAIN
In the professional sports world, teams are always searching
for new and innovative ways to increase revenue and shore
up financial stability. One avenue that is often unexplored is

the use of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.
With the rise of Blockchain technology and the cryptocurrency

revolution, a new opportunity has arisen for professional sports teams
to capitalize on their modern fan base and change the game.

DIGITILIZING
ANALOG MARKETS
In the times when blockchain solutions need to be an important
part of the future decision making process for every business,

Locker Token allows teams to use the best of the blockchain with
custom whitelabel solutions including a full suite of services for the
developing, fast paced industry.
The LOCKER App & Token is designed to easily integrate and

monetize teams and their fan bases, providing a more secure and
cost-efficient way to handle transactions, while creating a more
engaged and connected fan experience.

WHAT IS LOCKER?
Locker Token is a governance and utility token specifically designed for professional
sports teams, Players, and their fans. Offering a variety of Blockchain services like
facilitating salary payment transactions, high interest lending, NFT authentications
and so much more allow clubs and their supporters to interact and transact directly
with each other, cutting out the need for expensive third-party intermediaries.
Transactions are Instant, Secure, and low-cost.

Locker Token app can be used for a variety of purposes, such as player salaries,
ticketing, contract creations, digital merchandise, and other fan experiences. A
marketplace allowing Players & Teams to mint & sell NFTs instantly via mobile is in
development. These NFTs will be made available for fan purchase via the Locker
Token. Teams can enjoy the best of blockchain in a single team themed app.
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HOW DOES LOCKER WORK?
Locker Token is based on blockchain technology, which is a
distributed database that allows for secure, transparent, and

anonymous transactions. The use of smart contracts ensures that
all payments are executed as agreed upon. This makes Locker
Token an ideal payment method for professional sports teams.

The LOCKER D-APP is a combination of leading

Blockchain and Crypto Solutions which can be
conveniently accessed through a Team-themed
WhiteLabel Web Platform.

Locker Token is a new decentralized platform that aims to provide sports fans with a better way to connect with their favorite
athletes and teams. The platform will use blockchain technology to create a safe and secure environment for fans to interact
with athletes and teams, while also providing a way for athletes and teams to monetize their fan base. The Locker Token project
is being developed by a team of experienced sports and tech entrepreneurs, and the token sale is scheduled for Q2 2022.

APP
ADVANTAGES
It can be used by teams of any size,
from small amateur clubs to large
professional organizations.

CHEAPER COST
Utilizing cryptocurrencies for operation
is cheaper and faster than traditional

systems.

SECURE & TRANSPARENT
Transactions on the Blockchain come
with unprecedented security and allow
for financial interaction between
parties like never before.

BETTER NETWORK
Transactions are instantaneous, so
there is no need to wait for bank
transfers or other slow methods of

payment. P2B, B2B, B2P

Decentralization is an inevitable future –
The LOCKER Platform provides Owners and
Players the ability to leverage the benefits of
Blockchain Technology with an easy to use

interface without any development work.

LOCKER BENEFITS
Reduced costs: Teams can utilize the entire benefit of existing
blockchain technologies without the prohibitively expensive
development costs with the added benefit of reduced processing
fees, which will save teams money.

Increased security: Transactions are carried out through secure
smart contracts, which eliminates the risk of fraud, theft, or
broken and unfulfilled contracts. traditional methods of payment
(e.g., cash or credit cards) can be subject to theft or fraud.

LOCKER BENEFITS
INCREASED SECURITY

TICKETING & SO MUCH MORE

Transactions are carried out through secure smart

Locker Token can be used to purchase tickets,

contracts, which eliminates the risk of fraud, theft, or

merchandise, and other team experiences. This allows

broken and unfulfilled contracts. traditional methods

fans to interact with their favorite teams in a more

of payment (e.g., cash or credit cards) can be subject

engaging way

to theft or fraud.

INCREASED REVENUE

IMPROVED FAN EXPERIENCE

Cryptocurrency is still in its early stages, so there is great

By using cryptocurrency as a primary payment method,

potential for growth in this market. By implementing

teams can create a more connected fanbase by giving

Locker Token into their fanbase operations, teams can tap

them easy access to team-related goods and services.

into this rapidly expanding economy

This will help foster greater loyalty among fans while also
providing an additional stream of revenue for teams

TECHNICAL
The Locker D-App is the first platform to offer a complete solution for the
management of funds within the Sports industry. The Platform allows Players and

Teams to manage their funds without the need for third-party involvement. The
Locker token is a decentralized and secure digital asset built on the Ethereum
blockchain, it serves as the backbone of the Locker D-App and is essential for
accessing its features.

The Platform also offers easy Deposit and Withdrawal options for both Fiat and Crypto currencies, as
well as Instant Transactions and Secure and Transparent Fund Management. The Locker D-App will
give Teams and Players a better way to manage their finances and connect with their fans. By using
blockchain technology and NFTs, the platform will create a more efficient and secure system for
managing digital assets and interactions, saving a team millions in private development costs and
putting the world of crypto at their fingertips.

THE LOCKER APP
The ultimate way for Teams and Players to connect
with their fans and embrace the new digital world of
Crypto and Blockchain.

CUSTOM THEME FOR
EACH SPORT TEAM

CHAT FUNCTION FOR
FAN ENGAGEMENT

PAYMENT GATEWAY FOR
BUYING GOODS AND SERVICES
WITH CRYPTOCURRENCY

AUTHENTIC MARKETPLACES FOR
STORING AND SELLING NFTS

FINANCIAL

SMART CONTRACT SOLUTIONS
Facilitating Player Salary Payments
through the LOCKER Platform is a multi-

The Locker D-App will enable Teams and
Players to better manage their income and
expenses, as well as keep track of their
Payroll/Salary, Milestone-based contract
deals, NFT sales and other income. The

billion dollar international market. Teams
and Players can benefit from immense
amounts of savings in both transaction
fees, administration and especially interest
returns on crypto-held funds.

Platform allows for the independent
management of funds without the need for
3rd party involvement. The App will feature a

AUTHENTIC NFTS

built-in wallet to store LOCKER Tokens and

Users will need Locker Tokens to purchase

other cryptocurrencies including integrations

NFTs on the platform, as well as to make

with major payment processors and banks.

other payments such as for merchandise or
tickets, and use exclusive parts of the app.

NFT
The Locker Platform offers a Marketplace where Players and Teams
can mint and sell NFTs instantly via mobile. These NFTs can be

purchased by fans LIVE, via the Locker Token. This allows fans to
directly support their favorite Players and Teams, while also having
access to unique and exciting collectibles.

CREATIVE

BUSINESS

OUR VISION
The Locker team is composed of experienced entrepreneurs, developers, and
marketers with a wide range of skills and expertise. The team has a strong

background in business administration, software engineering, marketing, and
blockchain technology. Our Team is dedicated to building a user friendly
platform that will revolutionize the sports industry.
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